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Executive Summary
Walking is a major form of transit in Brookline, one used and enjoyed by thousands of residents
every day. Pedestrian walk signals are an important component of the infrastructure aimed at both
facilitating pedestrian movement and ensuring pedestrian safety.
In early 2019 the Pedestrian Advisory Committee launched a study to observe first-hand essentially
all walk signal displays and pedestrian request buttons in Brookline. Over a five-month period, we
made observations at over 50 intersections that accounted for several hundred displays and request
buttons. The objective was to see what was working or not, to spot systemic issues that might
require policy changes or new capital funding, and in general to see how well pedestrians are being
served by the current walk signal infrastructure.
We found the following:
• Surprising inconsistences in how signals are programmed along a single street or even within a
single intersection.
• Baffling situations all along Beacon Street in which it’s clearly safe to walk but pedestrians are
told “Don’t Walk”, typically at the eight Beacon intersections with left turn or U-turn signals.
• Apparent public confusion over exactly what is supposed to happen when one presses a walk
signal request button, in particular how soon a walk signal should appear. Similar confusion
over when one must press a button for a walk signal, versus its coming on automatically.
• Serious inadequacy of provisions for low-vision pedestrians.
• A lack of Accessible Pedestrian Signals (APSs) at most intersections away from Beacon
Street – in fact, a dramatic difference between Beacon Street installations and most others
in the Town. [See Figure 2 for brief APS explanation and picture.]
• A surprisingly high failure rate among certain APS functions (e.g., roughly 20% failure
rate1 in location tones, essential to letting blind people find the control buttons).
• Walk signal request buttons located far from their associated crosswalks, and controls for
two different crossing directions located on the same pole. Both of these can pose problems
for visually impaired pedestrians.
Separately, one of our members traveling in August spotted equipment currently in operation in
Europe that could address some of the pedestrian confusion cited above. (see pictures p. 2 & 24)
Key recommendations
• The Transportation Board should establish a policy that, consistent with Complete Streets,
pedestrian movement should be prioritized at least as highly as vehicle movement in
intersection signaling. This has many implications, affecting the choice of equipment, signal
programming, contractor directives, and vehicle movement itself. It may call into question the
entire infrastructure of ground loops and cameras to detect vehicles waiting for a green light.
•

The Transportation Board should recommend to the Department of Public Works (DPW) that
DPW take steps to reduce pedestrian confusion as to how walk signals work and to set
expectations properly. These steps could include, but are not limited to, the following:
• DPW should immediately launch a program to correct the inconsistencies across and within
intersections that were found in this study. (See Beacon Street examples in Appendix C.)
• DPW should remove any instances of “lead green lights” that allow vehicles to make right
turns before the parallel walk signal comes on (e.g., at St Paul/Beacon and Kent/

1

Out of about 208 APS units, 30 had no detectable locator tone, another 11 had a tone so faint it was almost
impossible to hear, another 6 had very soft tones, and another 2 were inconsistent.
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Longwood). Furthermore, because of the high conflict potential at these same intersections,
pedestrians should receive a “lead pedestrian interval” – i.e., a walk signal that comes on in
advance of the green light for vehicles.
• DPW should develop and install signage or other visual displays that inform pedestrians
when it is necessary to press a button to obtain a walk signal. Often at a single corner, the
two buttons for the two crossing directions have different behaviors, yet today both buttons
have exactly the same instructions. If overnight behavior is different, the signage should
explain that as well. The need is for improved information and feedback.
• DPW should conduct serious research into the “count-down wait” signals discovered by
one of our members in Europe to see if they can be installed in Brookline (see Figure 1).
Informing pedestrians of how long they will have to wait for a walk signal could go a long
way to reduce confusion and uncertainty.
In the meantime, DPW should focus on fixing the failures observed by this study in the existing
equipment. When our Committee delivers its complete inventory of Brookline walk signal
equipment later this fall, DPW should begin a regular maintenance program to address the
problems found. A starting list of specific examples is provided in Appendix C.
DPW should seek funding to enable it to upgrade to modern functionality the 56% of Brookline
intersections having older equipment; such upgrades should include Accessible Pedestrian
Signals.

The Transportation Division has asked the Pedestrian Advisory Committee to develop a “walk
signal plan” for Brookline that can provide guidance to the Town as it considers and prioritizes
different upgrade projects, somewhat analogous to the guidance provided by the Bicycle Advisory
Committee’s Green Routes plan. The current walk signal report and its underlying study provide a
factual foundation and a first step towards such a plan. In particular, Section IX identifies some
initial priorities and articulates some decision factors and difficult trade-offs for such a program.

Figure 2. Accessible Pedestrian Signal (APS) Units
Accessible Pedestrian Signal (APS): A walk
signal request button assembly that provides
the following functions:
• Continuously beeping locator tone, so
that a blind person can find the unit
• Button to press to request a walk signal
• LED light that indicates that a button for
this crossing has already been pressed
• Raised arrow pointing to the crossing
direction
• “Wait” voice if one presses the button
when it’s not safe to walk
• Vibration to signal when it’s safe to walk
• Audible voice or tone to signal when it’s
safe to walk, in some cases naming the
street to be crossed
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I. Introduction to the Study
One of the key attractions of Brookline is that, especially in North Brookline, it is a very walkable
Town. Its residents take advantage of that fact, by the thousands, especially along the major
corridors such as Beacon Street, Harvard Street, Washington Street, and Longwood Avenue. The
Census Bureau’s American Community Survey data indicate that in 2017 over 16% of “work trips”
taken by Brookline workers were on foot, and the trend is increasing, up almost 70% since 2000. It
would be even higher if we included people walking to reach public transit. Yet commuting is only
a small part of the picture: People in Brookline walk to get to school, to buy groceries, to walk
dogs, to attend religious services, to go to restaurants, to attend events, to take advantage of the
Town’s many parks, to visit friends, to participate in Town government, and so much more. In
short, walking is a major form of transit in Brookline – and one of the most climate-friendly.
As they walk around the Town, pedestrians encounter and must cross numerous signalized
intersections – in fact, pedestrians may be the largest number of users of some intersections. The
Pedestrian Advisory Committee’s 2017 Longwood Avenue study counted over 500 pedestrians at
the Kent-Longwood intersection during a single hour in the weekday morning rush. Economic
Development’s 2014 counts at Coolidge Corner evidently found several thousand pedestrians in
just a 2-hour period on a Saturday.
Intersections are areas with the greatest potential for conflict among different modes of transit; for
pedestrians, the most worrisome other mode is motorized vehicles. Especially at busy intersections,
pedestrian walk signals are intended to play an important role in both facilitating pedestrian
movement and ensuring pedestrian safety.
Unfortunately, walk signals don’t always work – or at least not as we expect them to. The
Pedestrian Advisory Committee’s interest in Brookline walk signals was triggered initially by a
citizen complaint about a walk signal that never came on for them, a subsequent discussion with
Transportation Engineering, a Committee member’s observation of a non-functioning signal
display, and our own personal experiences and confusion about when walk signals are supposed to
come on. In an early test of walk signal observation in March, three of our Committee members
discovered surprising inconsistencies of equipment and timing both across intersections and even
within a single intersection.
As a result, we launched a study of all Brookline walk signals to determine what is working or not,
to what extent walk signals are facilitating pedestrian movement, what walk signal functionality
exists at each intersection, and what other issues we could identify, especially systemic issues.
Transportation Division provided us with a list of all intersections in Brookline with walk signals.
Of the 59 intersections2 on that list, four were excluded from our study because they are already
slated to be reconstructed and re-signalized as part of the Gateway East project.
The study was conducted by individual Pedestrian Advisory Committee (PedAC) members
primarily during the months of April through August, each member assigned a certain number of
intersections to observe directly. We developed several iterations of data collection forms on which
to record our observations. Substantial effort was required – it can take 20-30 minutes to check out
a single intersection with Accessible Pedestrian Signal (APS) equipment3. During the study, we
also observed many instances of pedestrian behavior that informed statements in this report.
In counting intersections, we follow the Town’s 2017 Traffic Signal Inventory. Some entries are not full
intersections but rather simple crosswalks, as at the St Mary’s T stop. See Appendix A for a full list.
3
See Figure 2 for a brief explanation of APS units, and Section V for more details.
2
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Initially we did not have a full understanding of all the functions that should be present, especially
with APS equipment, so our data collection forms and process expanded as we proceeded, requiring
multiple visits to many intersections. We also had not seen the Town’s 2017 signal inventory4 until
after our data collection was well under way, so made less use of that data than we otherwise might
have. Ultimately, we collected literally thousands of data items5 and our inventory is still not fully
complete.
This report focuses largely on systemic issues and certain categories of issues we observed. We
plan to issue our full detailed inventory report later once we’ve completed observations of the last
few intersections – this would be a pole-by-pole review of all walk signals and functions, including
for each case which functions were found to be working or not. Initial examples from that inventory
are provided in Appendix C of this report.
It is important to note that we have been surveying a changing landscape. At times, a second visit to
a particular intersection found equipment functioning differently from the initial visit – what had
been working before was now failing, and vice versa. We were often not sure whether the original
observations were in error or whether things had actually changed. Since our observations spanned
more than 5 months, it is likely that some of the specific problems we identified no longer exist,
and others have appeared. Nevertheless, this report should provide insight into the types of
problems that have existed and still exist with Brookline’s walk signals. Most importantly, the
systemic issues are still present.

II. Key Study Findings
Overall, Brookline’s pedestrian walk signals are indeed working, and the installed equipment at
many intersections is in excellent condition. HOWEVER, there are many issues, both systemic and
specific:
• Overall, the movement of motorized vehicles seems to be prioritized over that of
pedestrians, in conflict with the balanced goals of Complete Streets. A sophisticated
infrastructure of signals and detection mechanisms has been put into place over the years to
automatically detect waiting cars and to facilitate their travel without any specific action on
their part. In the Town’s 2017 Traffic Signal inventory, the consultants repeatedly
suggested changes to improve vehicle movement, but rarely if ever recommended
improvements for pedestrian movement. We sometimes sense a Town concern that a car
should never be required to wait “unnecessarily” at an intersection, in particular for a walk
signal phase if no pedestrian is present. This has led to the situation in which, at maybe half
or more of Brookline’s walk signalized intersections, the walk signal will never come on
unless a button has been pressed.
• Walk signals and walk signal request buttons are confusing and somewhat mysterious to
pedestrians. There is no way for pedestrians to know what to expect when they press a
4

The 2017 Traffic Signal Survey was much broader than this study, covering all types of traffic signals,
including physical dimensions and how they’re mounted, but was less detailed and less specific on walk
signals than this study. See Appendix D for additional comments.
5
At a given corner, there can be walk signals for each of the two crossings from that corner. A four-corner
intersection can therefore have 8 displays and 8 request buttons. A street such as Beacon, with crossings to,
from and even within the median can have more – for example, the intersection of Beacon and Harvard
Streets has 14 displays and 14 buttons. An APS button can have seven different features to be checked, so
from the outset there can be roughly 100 data items related to this single intersection – not including anything
about equipment location or display types or signal programming, which we also tried to observe.
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button to request a walk signal, or whether a walk signal will come on if they simply wait
without pressing the button. We’ve watched pedestrians at some intersections waiting
through multiple signal cycles, wondering when the walk signal will ever come on, and
finally giving up and walking against the light. Other pedestrians press the button expecting
the walk signal to come on immediately, and become frustrated when it doesn’t. [A recent
article out of Washington, D.C. entitled “You Pushed The Walk Button At An Intersection.
So Why Don’t The Cars Stop?” indicates that pedestrians there are similarly confused.]
Many walk signals along Beacon Street routinely tell pedestrians NOT to walk when it is
clearly safe to do so. This occurs wherever there is a “left turn” or “U-turn” phase from
Beacon Street during the overall cycle, so that only one of the Beacon traffic directions is
stopped. As a result, pedestrians are given much less time to cross busy vehicle lanes than
is actually possible from a traffic safety perspective. (see cover photo on this report)
Walk signal programming is surprisingly inconsistent, even within a single intersection or
along a single major street, and even more so across the Town. This inconsistent behavior
further confuses pedestrians.6
Provisions for pedestrians with low vision are inadequate
• Away from Beacon Street most equipment is older and lacks Accessible Pedestrian
Signal (APS) functionality to aid the visually impaired.7
• There were substantially more malfunctions related to APS features than in any other
aspect of walk signals. Some of these (location tone, vibration) matter more than
others.8
• Walk signal request buttons are often poorly located with respect to the crosswalks they
are associated with, which poses a particular difficulty for the visually impaired
pedestrian.9
• Anecdotally, we received a couple of reports of conflicts between the need for audible
signals to aid vision-impaired pedestrians, and residents annoyed by those sounds.

Factors such as the above can lead pedestrians to ignore walk signals altogether except across the
busiest streets, and can sometimes cause them to engage in risky and even dangerous behavior.10

6

Appendix C provides specific examples.
See pictures of the current variety of Brookline equipment on pages 8 & 15.
8
See Section V for APS discussion and Appendix C for specific examples; further details will be provided in
the future inventory report.
9
One button at Freeman/Pleasant is so far from its expected location that the Town’s 2017 inventory missed
it completely, as did our own initial observations.
10
See anecdotes, Section VII.
7
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Figure 3. Brookline Pedestrian Walk Signal Displays

Walk Signal – Walking Figure Display

“Don’t Walk” Red Hand Display

Two-Section Display With Words - WALK

Two-Section Display With Words – DON’T WALK

One-Section Display, Walk Figure on Right,
Red Hand would appear on Left

Alternate, outline style of red hand
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III. Beacon Street: The Most Difficult Street in Brookline
From a traffic signal control perspective, Beacon Street is the most complex street in Brookline that
is within Town control. Traffic signals must be able to manage multiple outbound vehicle lanes,
multiple inbound vehicle lanes, two-directional vehicle travel on cross streets, two-way MBTA
Green Line train traffic within the median, left turn signals from Beacon Street onto cross streets,
U-turns from one Beacon direction to the other, and crosswalks across all the above, often including
a crossing within the median itself. The control mix includes ground loops and cameras for
detecting cars waiting for a green light, and walk signal buttons that pedestrians can press to request
a signal. On top of that, certain traffic signals along Beacon Street are “coordinated” with others in
order to provide a smoother vehicle travel experience with less stopping at intermediate
intersections. Providing balanced accommodation for all transit modes is challenging, to say the
least.
21 of the 55 intersections with walk signals included in this study, or 38%, lie along Beacon Street.
This street also has the greatest share of modern equipment, accounting for almost 80% of all
Accessible Pedestrian Signal (APS) units in Brookline. For the most part, all intersections along
Beacon Street have the same generation of walk signal equipment, both request buttons and
displays; the sole exception is one end of the crossing across Beacon inbound lanes at St Mary’s,
which still has the older, non-APS button.
Because of Beacon Street’s complexity, the intersections along this street account for the vast
majority of systemic issues we identified, as described below. Because of the extensive presence of
APS units, it also accounted for the majority of specific equipment unit failures (see Section V,
Section VI, and Appendix C for examples and explanation).
A confusing lack of consistency
• Along much of Beacon Street we observed a general pattern that walk signals across side
streets come on automatically (are “on recall”), but walk signals across either inbound or
outbound Beacon lanes require that a button be pressed. Since a typical corner has two
buttons, one for the cross street and the other for a Beacon crossing, how is a pedestrian to
know that one button needs to be pressed, but not the other? How is a pedestrian to know
that if a particular button is not pressed, the walk signal will never come on?
• Furthermore, this pattern is not consistent along Beacon street, so behaviors learned at one
intersection may fail to be helpful at the next. (See specifics in Appendix C.)
• In fact, there is sometimes inconsistency within a single intersection: At the intersection
with St Paul, all walk signals on the inbound side of Beacon come on automatically (“on
recall” for both Beacon and St Paul crossings), whereas on the outbound side, only the St
Paul crossings are “on recall.” There are similar inconsistencies at the Beacon-Washington
intersection.
“Don’t Walk” signals when it’s safe to walk
Over and over again during this study, our Committee members were surprised and perplexed
by seemingly illogical walk sign instructions. Consider these specific examples:
• A pedestrian is on the sidewalk on the north (outbound) side of Beacon Street at Hawes and
wishes to cross to the median. She presses the button to request a walk signal. The traffic
light changes, outbound traffic is stopped, and it’s clearly quite safe to walk . . . . but the
walk signal says “Don’t Walk”. The pedestrian has to wait roughly 17 extra seconds (!)
before the walk signal comes on. In the meantime (if our own reactions are any guide) the
pedestrian is frustrated, doesn’t know what to do, is not sure whether that walk signal is
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ever going to appear, and may be wondering why things don’t work well for pedestrians in
Brookline.
• The same or similar situation exists on the outbound Beacon side at Charles Street,
Williston Road (for the U-turn from incoming Beacon traffic), and Englewood Avenue. On
the inbound side, such problems exist at St Paul, Kent, Charles again, Winchester, Marion,
and Dean. These cases vary slightly, but in all eight intersections the pedestrian is told not
to walk when it is clearly safe to walk. The turn signals help move vehicles, but the
pedestrian is underserved.
• The above examples involve crossing Beacon Street lanes. But sometimes there are delays
for crossing side streets as well. At the St Paul crossing on the south side of the inbound
lanes there is a delay after the inbound vehicle light turns green before the walk signal
comes on. At Corey Road, the walk signal for crossing Corey does not come on when
outbound Beacon traffic begins moving, but only after the left turn signal for Beacon traffic
turning onto Dean Road has ended. Yet very few outbound Beacon cars turn onto Corey
road, so this is a safe pedestrian crossing as soon as Corey/Dean traffic is stopped.
One common element in most of these situations is the presence of one or more left turn signals
for vehicles turning from Beacon Street onto the crossing street (or at Williston or Hawes, to
make a U-Turn). The Beacon lanes from which the left (or U) turns are being made generally
continue to flow, while Beacon traffic in the opposite direction is stopped to allow the left (or U)
turns. It is clearly safe for pedestrians to cross the lanes with stopped traffic, but the signals do
not allow it. (see Figure 4 below)

St Paul St
Outbound traffic keeps flowing during left turn signal

Beacon Street outbound
Left turn signal is on

MEDIAN

MEDIAN
Beacon Street inbound

Inbound traffic stopped by red light

It's completely safe to walk here
between median and south side
of Beacon Street, but walk signal
says "DON'T WALK"

Figure 4. A Problem That Occurs All Along Beacon Street
Pedestrians should be allowed to walk across the stopped vehicle lanes during both the left turn
phase and the “all Beacon traffic stopped” phase. Unfortunately, Transportation Division has
informed us that current equipment may not be able to do this. From a traffic signal control
perspective, the period during which the left turn signal is on is a distinct phase from the period
in which both directions of Beacon traffic (inbound and outbound) are stopped. And ➔ the
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pedestrian walk phase can evidently only be tied to one or the other of those two vehicle phases.
This is a limitation in the control equipment. We are hoping that the Town will be able to
identify alternate control equipment that can better serve pedestrian needs.
Even the above specific cases are not as simple as they appear. For example, the duration of the
left turn signal is typically variable, in which case a short turn signal may not provide sufficient
time for a safe pedestrian crossing. Furthermore, Transportation Division has pointed out that
attempts to increase the time allocated to pedestrian crossings could potentially reduce the
amount of “green time” given to the MBTA Green Line, impacting public transit as well as
inbound and outbound vehicle lanes. And because of coordination among Beacon Street
intersections, changing one intersection could affect many of them.
What seems to be unknown now is the number of vehicles typically waiting in Beacon Street’s
left turn or U-turn lanes. If it turned out that there were enough turning vehicles to ensure that
most of the time there was sufficient time for a walk phase during the turn phase, then at least
one of these concerns could be put to rest.
A strangely configured intersection
There seems to be an anomaly at the intersection of Winchester and Beacon (see Figure 5). At
an overall level, this is a “T” intersection. Vehicles traveling south on Winchester to Beacon
have only two options at that intersection: They can turn right into the outbound Beacon lanes,
or they can cross the median and turn left into the inbound Beacon lanes. There are no other
choices. Therefore, when Winchester vehicles have a green light, traffic in both directions on
Beacon street is completely stopped (apart from outbound vehicles making a “right turn on red”
onto Winchester). Therefore, it is clearly safe for pedestrians to cross both the outbound Beacon
lanes (on the east side of the intersection) and the inbound Beacon lanes (on the west side of the
intersection).

Winchester

Walk signal does come on
for this crossing

Beacon Street outbound

Outbound traffic stopped

MEDIAN

MEDIAN
Beacon Street inbound

Inbound traffic stopped by red light

It's completely safe to walk here
between median and south side
of Beacon Street, but walk signal
says "DON'T WALK"

If a walk signal across the inbound lanes
has been requested, it comes on only
AFTER the outbound lanes get a green light,
forcing inbound vehicles to wait even longer

Figure 5. Strange Programming At Beacon & Winchester

It was rather shocking to observe when the walk signal across inbound lanes actually comes on.
During the entire time in which Winchester traffic is flowing, the walk signal across the inbound
Beacon lanes never comes on. Rather, that walk signal (if requested) does not come on until the
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Beacon outbound lanes begin flowing. This has the result of actually making the inbound
vehicle lanes wait longer than necessary, so that pedestrians can complete their crossing. This is
a rare case in which changing the current programming would benefit both pedestrians and
vehicles.
(This was reported to the Transportation Division in a June 26 meeting. Division staff did
not understand why the intersection was programmed this way, and agreed to look into it.)
A similar anomaly, just noticed more recently, seems to occur at the Beacon-Marion
intersection. When Marion Street traffic has a green light and both inbound and outbound
Beacon traffic is stopped by red lights, the walk signal for crossing the Beacon outbound lanes
does NOT come on. Rather, this walk signal only comes on when inbound Beacon traffic starts
flowing.

IV. Issues Away from Beacon Street
As noted above, essentially all walk signal installations along Beacon Street contain relatively
modern equipment, both displays and buttons. This is not the case away from Beacon Street, where
the walk signal equipment is mostly old and often showing its age. It is likely that budget
constraints have played a role, since a given intersection may have a mix of two or more
generations of equipment, probably the result of replacing a failed piece of equipment with the
newer item then available.
One of the major differences between Beacon Street and other intersections is the lack of
Accessible Pedestrian Signal (APS) functionality at the latter; this is discussed more fully in the
next Section. Another major difference is the prevalence of “exclusive” programming. “Exclusive”
programming stops all directions of vehicle traffic during the walk phase, and allows pedestrians to
walk diagonally across the intersection. In contrast, “concurrent” programming, as the name
implies, means that walk signals are on for pedestrian movement concurrent with and parallel to the
direction for which vehicles have a green light.11
It is noteworthy that none of the full, four-corner Beacon Street intersections involve fully exclusive
programming. In contrast, over half of the intersections away from Beacon Street have fully
exclusive programming. Typically, these latter intersections have only one walk signal request
button on each corner, so four buttons for the entire intersection. The recently-upgraded WilliamsCentre intersection, one of only two Brookline intersections that currently feature both APS units
and exclusive programming, provides an indication of what upgrading other exclusive intersections
might produce. At Williams-Centre, each corner now has a separate APS button for each of the two
crossing directions from that corner, for a total of 8 buttons for the intersection. In short, upgrades
are likely to double the number of walk signal request buttons at each upgraded intersection.
[The Pedestrian Advisory Committee has not discussed the relative merits of “exclusive” vs
“concurrent” walk signal programming. See Appendix B for additional comments.]

According to the Transportation Division, “the designer of the signal timing decides if it’s exclusive or
concurrent” pedestrian phasing. “Some factors to consider are vehicle turning volume, pedestrian volume,
intersection geometry, sight lines, signal phasing and timing constraints, adjacent intersections, and input
from the State, Town, and the public.”
11
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V. The Particular Challenges of Accessible Pedestrian Signals
Sighted pedestrians may find it hard to grasp the difficulties faced by visually impaired people who
reach an intersection and wish to cross the street. With limited or no vision, they cannot see traffic
signals, or walk signals, or crosswalks, especially if the latter are faded. At many intersections, the
crosswalks are not directly in line with the sidewalks, so require moving to the left or the right, or
walking at an angle to the sidewalk direction. Blind pedestrians are taught to listen for traffic noise
and walk with the parallel traffic flow. However, ambient noise from construction vehicles, idling
trucks, turning vehicles or buses often make it challenging to rely on traffic sounds and keep safe.
Visually impaired individuals who can't rely on the visual cues available to most residents may be
left waiting for other pedestrians to help them cross the street, or they may avoid independent
travel, which increases isolation and can have serious physical and mental health impacts.
Accessible Pedestrian Signals (APS) are intended to address these situations. While poor location
of request button poles and complex intersections create additional difficulties, properly configured
and functioning APS can help the visually impaired pedestrian navigate street crossings safely. By
providing both audible and tactile signals, APS can help them locate the request button and curb
cut, determine the direction to walk, and know when it is safe to cross the street.
Unfortunately, away from Beacon Street most intersections lack APS. Of the 34 non-Beacon
intersections covered in this report, 29 have no APS equipment at all, and one other is only partially
APS-equipped. These include heavily traveled intersections along Harvard Street, e.g., the HarvardAspinwall/School intersection. In short, close to 90% of these intersections will probably need to
be upgraded. A few of these (Longwood-Kent, Longwood-St Paul, and Harvard/Kent/
Washington/Davis) have no walk signal request buttons at all, so are programmed to have the walk
signals come on automatically (“on recall”). This may well provide sufficient functionality for
sighted pedestrians, but for the visually impaired, there is no way for them to know when the walk
signal has come on. Clearly, the same problem – no audible or tactile signal that the walk signal is
on – exists at all of the 29 Brookline intersections that lack audible signals. The fact that many of
these intersections are located south of Route 9, where vehicle speeds are often higher and drivers
have lower expectations of encountering pedestrians, increases the importance of a reliable means
of requesting a walk signal and knowing when it is on.
APS units provide many more functions than an older style walk signal request button. The latter
type has one and only one function – to register that a walk signal has been requested. In contrast,
an APS device has at least the following functions:
• A constant, beeping “locator tone”, always on, that allows a blind person to find the walk
signal request button. Ideally, the sound should be loud enough to be heard over the
ambient noise level, but not so loud as to disturb nearby residents.
• The ability to press a button to request a walk signal.
• A voice that announces “WAIT” when the button has been pressed, if the walk signal is not
yet on. [In addition to telling the pedestrian to wait, this “Wait” voice provides
confirmation to the pedestrian that the request for a walk signal has been registered.] Older
APS units may not have this capability, so it’s difficult to tell whether its absence is a
malfunction or not. Even older units should provide some audible or tactile confirmation
that the request for a walk signal has been received.
• A raised arrow that can be felt by a blind person, and which points in the direction in which
that person is to walk in order to cross the street. In current equipment, this arrow is
incorporated into the request button. The arrow is to be aligned with the crosswalk, but this
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does not always happen and in some cases may not be possible without the addition of
poles closer to the crosswalks. (see next page for a specific example)
An LED light that, when on, indicates that at least one button at that intersection or for that
crossing has been pressed. On some units, the LED evidently blinks before the button is
pressed so that it is easier to find at night. Note that many legally blind individuals still
have enough sight left that this LED can be useful to them.
A component that vibrates when the walk signal is on, to provide a tactile signal to walk. In
current equipment, it is the button itself that vibrates.
An audible tone or voice that signals that the walk signal is on. The volume of audible
signals should adjust automatically to the level of ambient noise so that they can be heard.
• If there are two separate crossings from a particular corner, and those walk signals
occur at different times, there should be different tones or voice announcements to
distinguish which signal is on. (See Appendix B, p. 27 for national standards.) Many
Beacon intersections have different tones for Beacon crossings vs. side street crossings.
• In some cases, the voice announces the particular street name for which the walk signal
is on (or, in the case of exclusive programming as at Williams-Centre, the voice might
say “Walk signal is on for all crossings.”)
• In some cases, the vibrating button itself generates a “chatter” sound that is loud
enough so that it also serves as the audible indicator that it’s ok to walk.

The following quote appeared in the minutes of the April 10 Pedestrian Advisory Committee
meeting, with a transportation engineer and DPW’s Director of Engineering and Transportation
present: “There is currently no Brookline program specifically aimed at systematically installing
APS equipment. Rather, APSs are sometimes installed when a visually impaired individual
requests APS capabilities and DPW analysis of the situation confirms the need; OR when work is
undertaken to upgrade the signals at a particular intersection as part of regular street maintenance
by DPW. Reconstruction of pavement (roadway, sidewalks) at a particular intersection does NOT
necessarily trigger signal upgrades at that intersection -- these matters are considered separately.”
There are a number of issues specific to APS equipment:
• Our observations show that audible signals are not completely reliable. In some cases they
don’t work at all, or may be so faint as to be inaudible (especially over traffic noise). It is
not clear to what extent this is due to equipment failure, to complaints by neighbors
annoyed by the sounds, or to something else.
• Paul Saner, former Massachusetts Commissioner for the Blind, reports something he
heard from a friend involved with Boston’s Disabilities Commission. In Boston, when
a new APS is installed the volume is evidently set intentionally soft. Otherwise
neighbors complain about this new feature being too loud. Gradually over time Boston
Transportation turns it up with little pushback. This might be worth trying in Brookline.
• The request button may be located on a pole that is not next to the crosswalk. Because
audible sounds are unreliable and vibration almost always works, some blind people prefer
to stand at the pole with their hand on the button so that when the vibration begins, they
feel it immediately. Then, however, they must make their way to the crosswalk (i.e., find
the beginning of the crosswalk without sight), and often by time they are able to begin
crossing, the walk cycle is almost over.
• If the request button is on a pole that is not adjacent to the crosswalk, then in which
direction should the arrow point? At the Walnut-Chestnut/Kennard intersection, for
example, one arrow at a corner apex (not adjacent to the crosswalk) directs the pedestrian
around the corner to the curb ramp where the crosswalk begins. That makes a certain
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amount of sense. But then there is no additional arrow or indicator to point a blind person
in the desired direction to cross the street. Relocating the button to be adjacent to the
crosswalk would remedy this situation.
• Our impression is that the vast majority of sighted pedestrians do not understand APS
equipment. At the beginning of our study, for example, we did not know about “location
tones”, so did not know why some buttons were always beeping. We also were not aware
of the importance of the vibration signal so were not initially checking for it. We conclude
that no sighted pedestrian will ever notice if some aspect of an APS device is not working.
Furthermore, if the location tone itself is not working, the average blind person may not be
able to find the device, so also will not be able to report that something is wrong with it.
How then will the Town ever find out that some APS functions are not working?
• In addition, a blind resident reported to us and to the Town’s ADA Coordinator in
September that the Town’s facilities for reporting problems are very frustrating for a
blind person to use, and neither BrookONline nor available online forms seem well
configured for the visually impaired community. (The ADA Coordinator forwarded
this complaint to the Transportation Division.)
• Best practices indicate that the APS devices for two crossings from a particular corner
should be located on separate poles. This is rarely the case in Brookline. Most commonly,
both buttons are on the same pole. For the location tones, it is not a problem if one can’t
tell which device is emitting the tone – one can still find the buttons. But ➔ if a tone or
voice signals that “Walk Signal Is On”, it makes a huge difference which device is
generating that audible signal.
• In crossing a street where a walk signal is present, blind pedestrians have another
disadvantage compared to sighted pedestrians. For the latter, there is a clear change in the
visual display from the initial “walk” signal to the flashing red hand or count-down
indicator. For blind pedestrians, there is no indicator at all that the signal has moved from
one sub-phase to the next. There is no way to know where one is within the walk phase.
• PedAC members have not systematically checked the following, but it is our understanding
that the audible signals only come on if the request button has been pressed. We assume,
but have not confirmed, that even if a walk signal is on recall, the audible signal will not
always come on.
• We have also not checked to what extent pressing the button at one end of a crosswalk
triggers the audible signal at the other end.
Especially along busy streets such as Beacon Street, it is probably of paramount importance that the
location tones are present and loud enough to hear, and that the vibration function is working.
Nevertheless, the audible walk tones and voices are also important, because the redundancy of
signals helps provide blind pedestrians with confidence that they can now cross the street safely.
To repeat: Away from Beacon Street, the vast majority of walk signals provide no way for a blind
person to know that the walk signal is on.
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Figure 6. Brookline Pedestrian Walk Signal Request Buttons

APS for count-down signals

The most common equipment along
Beacon Street

Older non-APS button, larger style

Older non-APS button, smaller button

Faded Ped Button Instructions

Very Old Ped Button
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Table 1. Brookline Walk Signal Counts
The counts below are tentative, pending completion of inventory

Description

Count (1)

Brookline Intersections with Walk Signals
Excluded from study since slated to be replaced as part of
Gateway East Development
Included in study

59

Percent

4
55

Of the 55 intersections in the study:
Intersections with all Accessible (APS) equipment (2)
Number of those that are along Beacon Street
Intersections with older, non-APS equipment
Intersections with partly APS equipment
Intersections with no ped request buttons at all
Intersections needing conversion to APS

24
20
26
2
3
31

Equipment counts in study
Walk signal request buttons
Of those, the number that are APS (3)

302
208

No. of fully "exclusive" intersections (4)
Of those, the number with APS equipment

19
1

44%

56%

69%

Notes:
(1) "Count" follows the way in which intersections are listed in the Town's 2017 Traffic
Signal Inventory. 7-8 of these are not actually full intersections. For example,
the crosswalk from the north side of Beacon to the St Mary's T stop in the median
is listed separately from the crosswalk across the inbound lanes at St Mary's,
so this one area has two entries in the inventory & counts as two "intersections."
(2) APS = Accessible Pedestrian Signal, for the visually-impaired
(3) Intersections with older, non-APS equipment typically have fewer buttons,
e.g. 1 per corner as at Harvard-Fuller. Upgrading will increase the total
number of buttons. Beacon Street intersections have more buttons per
intersection because of the median - e.g., 14 buttons at Beacon-Harvard.
(4) "Exclusive" means that vehicle traffic in all directions is stopped for the walk
phase. This count includes some simple crosswalks, as at the St Mary's T Stop.
Data assembled by the Brookline Pedestrian Advisory Committee
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VI. Types of Equipment Failure Observed
The list below indicates the types of failure observed in individual pieces of equipment. Note that a
couple of malfunctions were actually dangerous, so were reported immediately using BrookONline
and were fixed. (see Appendices B and C for terminology and further details)
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location tone missing or too faint to hear.
LED indicator not working or too faint to see in daylight
Lack of the “WAIT” voice, or an erratic “WAIT” voice
• [With some units, the “WAIT” voice only occurs when the button is first pressed. With
other units, once initiated, the “WAIT” voice keeps repeating at regular or irregular
intervals until the walk signal comes on. Sometimes the “WAIT” does not sound when
the button is first pressed, but does sound some time later.]
Absence of audible walk tone or voice from an APS device when the walk signal comes on
APS button arrows skewed, so not pointing in the correct directions for the crossings (most
recently, in the median on the west side of the Beacon-Harvard intersection)
A pressed button failing to produce a walk signal
Lack of vibration to signal that it’s safe to walk
Walk signal displays that are hard to see because of trees or signs in the way
Walk signal displays that are skewed out of position, making them harder to see (e.g., one at
Longwood-Kent, which was reported)
Displays burned out, not lighted (always reported immediately)
(One signal) Arrow on the instructions pointing in exactly the wrong direction, 180 degrees off
(see picture p. 29)
(One signal) A button that vibrated (signaling that it was safe to walk) even though the traffic
lanes to be crossed had a green light (this dangerous situation was reported immediately and
fixed)
A pushbutton that seemed to be “stuck”, with the LED indicator light remaining on constantly,
and in a couple of cases the “Wait” voice continuing indefinitely until the button at the other
end of the crosswalk had been pressed to reset the cycle.
There was one instance of a pushbutton assembly being damaged, so that it was not firmly
attached to the pole. A temporary fix ultimately failed, and the assembly was later observed
having fallen to the pavement, dangling from a wire. This has been repaired.

It is important to remember that the Town’s signal maintenance is complaint-driven. If no one
reports a malfunction, it is unlikely to be fixed. This is a particular issue for APS units, since most
residents are probably not aware of what constitutes proper functioning of these devices, so are
unlikely to spot and report any malfunction. Yet one can see from the above list and the previous
Section that most failure types observed in our study were with APS functions.

VII. Signage Needs
In a Town where traffic signals for vehicles turn green automatically without anyone having to push
a button to request it, it can be difficult for pedestrians to grasp that the same level of automation is
not afforded to pedestrians. At an intersection that is busy enough to warrant traffic lights for
vehicle control, it is not obvious that the walk signal may never come on.
The Town could do a much better job of providing signage that helps pedestrians understand what
to expect at a particular intersection. Such signage could be with fixed, static signs or, even better,
with dynamic LED or similar displays.
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Just as our 2018 Longwood Avenue study report recommended for the Kent-Longwood
intersection, we feel that if there really is any crosswalk where there must still be a delayed
“WALK” signal, there should be highly visible signage saying “DELAYED WALK” to alert
pedestrians to this fact.
Similarly, if there is any intersection or crossing at which no walk signal will ever come on unless a
button is pressed, there should be signage to communicate this fact clearly. We have observed
many cases in which pedestrians do not press the button, then stand waiting – and waiting, and
waiting – for a walk signal, then proceed to walk against the light.
If signals are programmed differently overnight, there should be signage that indicates this.
An excellent aid for sighted pedestrians might be a display that somehow communicates how long
it will be until the walk signal will come on. Such signals do exist and have recently been observed
in operation in a couple of eastern European cities (see photos p. 2 and p. 24). If a pedestrian
knows how little or much time they have to wait until they receive a walk signal, their behavior
might well change for the better. Such “wait time count-down” signals might require that all walk
signals be on recall with fixed (and therefore predictable) phase timing – more investigation will be
needed.

VIII. A Few Illustrative Anecdotes
In late 2018, the following situation was brought to our attention: At the intersection of Tappan and
Beacon, the walk signal across the Beacon inbound lanes would never come on unless the button
had been pressed. This posed a particular issue for Orthodox Jews who by their religion are not
allowed to interact with electrical devices (such as walk signal request buttons) during the Sabbath
or other Holy days. This particular intersection is close to an Orthodox Jewish synagogue, so
participants were sometimes forced to stand in the median for long periods, waiting for someone
else to come along to press the button – or take their chances and cross against the light. After
meeting with a Transportation engineer, our Committee recommended that this walk signal be
placed on recall during daytime hours, from 6am to 9pm, 7 days a week, so that the walk signal
would come on automatically. Ultimately this request was approved by DPW and an attempt was
made to implement it in December 2018. Unfortunately, because of an unnoticed aspect of the
signal programming, the change was not fully implemented until it was observed by our Committee
this summer that the walk signal was not coming on automatically. We brought this to
Transportation’s attention and it was quickly addressed.
At that same intersection we observed a behavior which could occur at any of the crosswalks
mentioned in this report where traffic has been stopped by a red light, it is clearly safe to walk, but
the signal says “Don’t Walk”. A woman wanted to cross from the median to the south side of
Beacon Street at Tappan. The traffic light turned red for Beacon inbound traffic, and that traffic
stopped. It was clearly safe to walk, but the walk signal said “Don’t Walk”. The woman waited
and waited for the walk signal to come on, finally gave up and began to cross – and was in the
middle of the crosswalk when the traffic light turned green for the inbound Beacon traffic. This is
an example of how opaque and confusing walk signals can lead to dangerous behavior.
The intersection of St Mary’s and Mountfort is owned by Brookline but is under Boston control.
The Pedestrian Advisory Committee has received complaints about this intersection by a mother
who frequently passes through it with a stroller and another young child. The absence of curb cuts
on 3 of the 4 corners slows her down, and as a result the walk signal does not stay on long enough
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for her to cross safely with her children. In addition, this frustratingly short crossing period comes
after a long wait, because the northbound and southbound vehicles on St Mary’s do not receive
green lights at the same time, but rather sequentially. Her parents came to a recent Committee
meeting to raise this issue in person, after she had written to us about it. The transportation engineer
who was present at the meeting let them know that this intersection was being planned for
improvement.
Regarding the delayed walk signal at Beacon-St Paul: A Committee member reported that if one is
waiting to cross St Paul on the south side of the intersection, parallel to inbound vehicle traffic, one
sees that first, the inbound vehicles receive a green light and start moving east or making right turns
across the crosswalk to head south on St Paul. Eventually, the walk signal comes on, and the
pedestrian assumption is “OK, the vehicles have had their turn, now I get to use the crosswalk
without having to worry about turning vehicles.” Only that’s NOT what actually happens, and in
fact one DOES have to worry about turning vehicles, often coming uncomfortably close, especially
when one is moving slowly with young children. Ideally, if vehicles are given an advantaged
period in which they can make turns, perhaps vehicles should then be prohibited from making those
turns when it’s time for pedestrians to cross. This is yet another way in which vehicles have been
advantaged over pedestrians.
Even where walk signals do exist and come on regularly, there can be additional issues for
pedestrians, as illustrated by the following anecdotes. While not specifically issues about walk
signals, they help underscore the point that keeping pedestrians safe primarily means keeping them
safe from cars.
Two of our Committee members identified a danger they have faced in their daily lives as
Brookline pedestrians, viz. from turning vehicles when the pedestrians do have a walk signal. They
report that this seems to be especially the case with cars making right turns from a busy street onto
a cross street, or vice-versa. Their impression is that impatient drivers often do not yield to
pedestrians as required by state law, or decide that driving over a crosswalk quite close to a
crossing pedestrian is ok as long as they don’t hit the pedestrian. One Committee member observed
that there can be a particular danger to runners along the main street (e.g, Beacon) since they travel
at higher speeds, see that they have a walk signal, and move forward quickly into the crossing,
while cars making turns, even if fully stopped before making the turn, may not notice a fast runner
approaching from the side.
The experience of a blind resident who helps our Committee adds to the above issue. She reported:
“I also had a close encounter with a car in the crosswalk while I had a walk light. This was back in
January, while crossing Summit Ave. at Beacon. I was in the crosswalk only briefly when I got
bumped by the bumper of a car that was slowly rolling across the crosswalk. I’m sure the driver
was looking east to try and see when they could go right on red. I was approaching from the
driver’s right, so they were looking away from me as they moved slowly. I had a minor bruise, but
was mostly outraged that the driver didn’t even stop to make sure that I was OK.”
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IX. Recommendations and Closing Thoughts
Recommendations
• The Transportation Board should establish a policy that, consistent with Complete Streets,
pedestrian movement should be prioritized at least as highly as vehicle movement in
intersection signaling. This has many implications, affecting the choice of equipment, signal
programming, contractor directives, and of course vehicle movement itself.
•

•

Signal programmers should reconsider the amount of time provided to pedestrians to cross
the street. They should avoid assuming that any pedestrian needing to cross is already at the
intersection waiting and can start crossing as soon as the walk signal comes on. There
should be at least some allowance for pedestrians arriving at the intersection during the
walk cycle so that they are not required to wait through an entire next intersection cycle.
• Signal programmers should reconsider the Beacon Street crossing times. Today at many
Beacon intersections, pressing the request button on one side of Beacon Street is often NOT
sufficient to gain a long enough walk signal to cross all of Beacon Street. Rather, a
pedestrian must often cross to the median, then press another button, wait through the
vehicle cycles, and finally obtain a walk signal for the second leg of the journey across
Beacon. Clearly both this and the previous point are dependent on how fast one walks. If
studies are needed to determine the percentage of pedestrians who cannot manage to cross
all of Beacon Street during one walk cycle, then such studies should be conducted.
• It may well be that the entire infrastructure of ground loops and cameras to detect vehicles
waiting for a green light needs to be reconsidered in light of pedestrian needs.
• In any future inventory of traffic signals in Brookline, it should not be permitted for the
consultants to simply report (as in the 2017 inventory) that walk signals are equipped with
APS and thereby deemed compliant without actual checks to see if the APS functions are
working. If such checking would drive up the cost of the survey unacceptably, then the
report and inventory detail should acknowledge that the functions were not tested.
• Similarly, DPW should ensure that any consultants engaged by the Town to assess traffic
controls or other traffic matters in Town pay as much attention to pedestrian needs as to
vehicle movement, if not more.
• Finding and implementing equipment that better serves pedestrian needs, as articulated
below, should be a priority.
The Department of Public Works (DPW) should immediately launch a program to correct the
inconsistencies across and within Beacon Street intersections that were found in this study, to
the extent that this can be accomplished within the capabilities of current signal control
equipment. [See specific examples in Appendix C.]

•

Similarly, DPW should fix what’s broken now in terms of specific equipment units. An initial
list of equipment issues is presented in Appendix C; a complete inventory which includes all
such instances of equipment issues will be delivered once our Committee has completed
examining the last few intersections in our study.

•

DPW should create and install signage in those locations where walk signal function is
particularly confusing to pedestrians, such as the following (details in Appendix C):
•
•

Along Beacon Street (or in any other such instance), wherever the button for one crossing
direction must be pressed in order for a walk signal to come on, but the walk signal for the
other crossing will come on automatically, signage should make this clear.
If DPW does not remove the current instances of “Delayed Walk” signals, then those
instances should be posted with “Delayed Walk” signs.
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•

The Transportation Division and Engineering should aggressively search for a way to address
the “left-turn & U-turn” problems along Beacon Street, where pedestrians are told to wait when
it’s safe to walk (see Section III).
•

•

In July our Committee provided the Transportation Division with specifications for how we
would like three different types of intersections along Beacon Street with U- or left turn
signals to work. Transportation, in turn, has communicated with the traffic signal
equipment distributor to see what they think might be possible in this regard, and is
currently waiting for a response.
The Transportation Division and Engineering should aggressively research the displays
identified in this report (Figure 1, p. 2, and Figure 7, p. 24) that can reduce pedestrian confusion
by letting them know how long they need to wait for a walk signal will appear. If such
equipment is feasible for installation in Brookline, DPW should create a plan and budget
request for implementing that equipment at least along Beacon Street, or ideally Town-wide.

•

DPW should seek funding to enable it to upgrade the 56% of Brookline intersections having
older equipment to modern functionality. (see suggested intersection priorities below)

•

The Transportation Board and Transportation Division should ensure that there are clear
standards for walk signal programming and phase timing and that those standards are
rigorously followed. While examination of sub-phase duration during walk cycles was beyond
the scope of this study, Committee members did observe a few puzzling inconsistencies, such
as within the St Paul – Longwood intersection.

•

There also seems to be a clear need for better public education concerning walk signal behavior
so that individuals’ expectations can be set appropriately. Similarly, visually impaired residents
could be helped by greater public awareness of the importance for their safety of key
Accessible signal functions such as the location tones.

[Separately, the PedAC is considering whether to recommend placing all walk signals in North
Brookline “on recall” during daytime hours so that they come on automatically without the need for
a button to be pressed.]
Priorities Going Forward
While the Pedestrian Advisory Committee has not yet developed a broad plan for walk signals in
Brookline, the current study provides an essential factual foundation for such a plan, and the
observations we’ve made do lead to some initial priorities and considerations.
1. In terms of reducing pedestrian confusion, the above recommendations to explore the possibility
of “count-down wait” signals and to install improved signage seem to offer the greatest benefit. The
countdown wait signals would be most helpful in large intersections with long wait times for
pedestrian walk signals.
2. Regarding upgrades from older request buttons to new devices offering APS functionality, we
recommend that initial priority be given to those intersections along Harvard and part of
Washington Street which currently have older equipment. We understand that the Harvard-Fuller
intersection is already slated for signal upgrades. Other intersections to consider for upgrades
include the following:
• Harvard - Williams/Stedman
• Harvard – Stop & Shop (which lacks a walk signal for crossing the driveway, even
though there is a traffic signal specifically for that driveway)
• Harvard – Aspinwall/School
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•
•
•

Harvard/Washington – Kent/Davis
Washington - Station
Harvard – Verndale

Potential Complications, Trade-Offs, and Other Considerations
The Pedestrian Advisory Committee acknowledges that improvements in pedestrian
accommodation often require difficult trade-offs.
• As noted elsewhere, the “count-down” wait signals would probably require that there be fixed,
predictable durations for different phases within the traffic signal cycle. For instance, if there is
a left turn signal of variable duration, the system would be unable to tell the pedestrian how
long it will be before a walk signal comes on. The impact on other transit modes has been
mentioned earlier in this report.
• Those few intersections that have no walk signal request buttons at all presumably would
probably require installation of new conduit and most likely new poles to provide locations for
installation of new buttons. The signal controller might also require upgrade to handle the
additional functionality.
• Fixed signs are static and inflexible. It would be far better if dynamic displays could be
implemented to better inform pedestrians.
• Recapping: The priority in the past seems to have been to keep vehicles moving. This has led
to widespread implementation of trigger mechanisms (ground loops, cameras) that detect
vehicles waiting for a green light and provide that green light. Unfortunately, these “triggered
greens” are often of variable duration, and can be so short that they do not provide sufficient
time for a safe pedestrian crossing, which means that the walk signal cannot be triggered to
come on at the same time as the green light for parallel traffic. In order to provide pedestrians
with better accommodation for street crossings, it may be necessary to establish minimum
durations for some of these triggered vehicle flows. That means that turn signals will often stay
on longer even when no more vehicles are waiting to turn, opposite direction vehicles will
remain stopped for longer periods than would be necessary solely from the perspective of
vehicle movement, and even the MBTA Green Line could be negatively impacted.
Note that Cambridge seems to have dealt with many of these issues differently. According to that
Town’s web site, Cambridge has over 130 signalized intersections, and it appears that among these,
the walk signals at intersections with newer equipment are all on recall. “In Cambridge most traffic
signals are set so that WALK signs come on with the green light. This policy is known as
"concurrent pedestrian signals." . . . . In nearly all cases the WALK sign will come on three to five
seconds before the green light. This is called a leading pedestrian interval. . . . . Some Cambridge
intersections have buttons on the pole. There are two kinds of buttons. Silver buttons are older and
must be pushed for the WALK sign to appear. . . . Buttons on a tall metal box are modern audible
pedestrian signals. In most cases these buttons only activate the audible signal, which is used by
people with vision impairments. The WALK sign will come on automatically.”12
Some Closing Thoughts
Overall, the Town’s approach to traffic and walk signal equipment and programming should afford
pedestrians at least the same level of service as that provided to vehicles, if not more.
It should be clear from this report that, especially along Beacon Street, many of the steps that could
potentially be taken to improve the pedestrian experience involve difficult trade-offs. Nevertheless,
there are specific measures that can and should be taken to address particular situations and needs.
12

https://www.cambridgema.gov/traffic/sustainabletransportation/Walking/walkingandtrafficsignals
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We urge the Transportation Board, the Department of Public Works, and Town decision-makers to
do whatever they can to move these measure forward.
Beyond that, it is critical to establish that it is a priority of the Town of Brookline to continue
searching for, finding, and implementing measures to encourage, facilitate, and provide safe,
reliable and predictable environments for walking in Brookline as a key component of sustainable
transit.

Figure 7. Other Countdown “Wait” Signals in Eastern Europe

Pair of one-section countdown “wait” signals
(Bulgaria, August 2019, photo taken from
inside a bus)
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APPENDIX A. List of Brookline Intersections With Walk Signals

This list conforms to the way intersections are listed and counted
in the Town's 2017 Traffic Signal Inventory

Intersection
Beacon Street Intersections
Beacon-St Mary's - Outbound
Beacon-St Mary's - Inbound
Beacon - Carlton
Beacon - Hawes
Beacon - Kent/Powell
Beacon - St Paul
Beacon - Charles
Beacon - Pleasant
Beacon - Harvard
Beacon - Centre/Webster
Beacon - Winchester
Beacon - Summit Outbound
Beacon - Summit Inbound
Beacon - Marion
Beacon - Lancaster Terrace
Beacon - Fairbanks
Beacon - Washington
Beacon - Williston
Beacon - Tappan
Beacon - Corey/Dean
Beacon - Englewood
Subtotal

Full
APS?

No
APS?

Intersection
# of
Sum
buttons

Y

21

2
2
12
8
12
12
8
8
14
12
10
4
2
10
4
6
14
6
4
12
10
172

6

3
4
5
6
2
5
25

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
20

Harvard Intersections (excl Beacon)
Harvard - Verndale
Harvard - Fuller
Harvard - Stedman/Williams
Harvard - Babcock
Y
Harvard - Stop & Shop
Harvard - Aspinwall/School
Subtotal
1
list continued on next page
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1

0

N
N
N

0

N
N
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Intersection
Washington Intersections
Washington - Park
Washington - School/Cypress
Washington/Harvard - Davis/Kent
Washington - Station
Subtotal

Full
APS?

No
APS?

Intersection
# of
Sum
buttons

N

4

3
14
0
3
20

13

8
4
4
6
4
0
0
3
4
6
4
3
5
51

11

4
7
4
4
3
2
7
5
6
4
5
51

55

319

Y

1

Other North Brookline Intersections
Williams - Centre
Carlton - Mounfort/Lenox
St Mary's - Mountfort
Freeman - Pleasant
Freeman - St Paul
St Paul - Longwood
Longwood - Kent
Longwood - Chapel
Aspinwall - Kent
Aspinwall - Brookline
Cypress - Davis
Cypress - Tappan
Chestnut Hill - Dean
Subtotal

0

N
N
3

0

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
12

Y

1

South of Route 9
Cypress - Kendall.Rice
Cypress - Walnut
Cypress - High
Newton - Clyde
Grove - Newton
Grove - Allandale
Grove - South St/Walnut Hill
Grove - Independence/Beverly Russett
Walnut - Chestnut/Kennard
Elliot - Ackers
Hammond St - Heath
Subtotal
Totals

Partial
APS?

N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
Y

1

1

N
N
9

24
44%

2
4%

29
53%

Intersections not included in the study - slated for Gateway East reconstruction
Washington - Brookline/Pond
Washington - Walnut
High - Walnut
Washington - Boylston/High
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APPENDIX B. Walk Signal Language:
Terminology, Intersection Types, Configurations
This walk signal study introduced the Pedestrian Advisory Committee members to a variety of
specialized terms and concepts. While most of these have already been explained in the body of this
report, they are collected here as a useful reference with additional explanation and examples.
•

APS = Accessible Pedestrian Signal is defined as “an integrated device that communicates
information about the WALK and DON’T WALK intervals at signalized intersections in
non-visual formats (i.e., audible tones and vibrotactile surfaces).” See Figure 2 and Section
V for more information.

•

Some intersections are fully “exclusive” – that is, traffic on both of the intersecting streets
is stopped so that pedestrians can walk. In such cases, pedestrians are generally able to
walk diagonally across the intersection.

•

The opposite of “exclusive” is “concurrent” – pedestrians cross in the same direction and at
the same time as the prevailing traffic on the parallel street.

•

Exclusive intersections with older, non-APS equipment typically have only one walk signal
request button on each corner, though there are exceptions – e.g., the Freeman-Pleasant
intersection has 6 non-APS buttons, largely because the crosswalks on some corners are far
from each other. In contrast, intersections with APS equipment typically have two buttons
per corner, one for each of the two crossing directions.13 If there is only one button on a
corner, it is often at the corner’s apex, so may not be close to either crosswalk.

•

Some intersections are “partially exclusive” – that is, one crossing may only be allowed
when all traffic has stopped, but another crossing is allowed concurrent with traffic flowing
parallel to that crossing. Pleasant & Beacon on the outbound side is an example of this –
the walk across Pleasant is concurrent with Beacon outbound traffic, but the walk across
Beacon outbound only occurs when both Beacon and Pleasant vehicles are stopped.

•

Some “intersections” as listed in the Town’s 2017 Traffic Signal Inventory are simply
crosswalks across traffic moving in one direction – e.g, the St Mary’s crosswalk from the
north side of Beacon to the T stop in the median. Another example is Beacon inbound at
Summit.

•

The Federal Highway Administration’s “Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for
Streets and Highways” (MUTCD, 2009 revised 2012) provides standards for when APS
equipment should use a voice to announce that it’s ok to walk, versus a tone. This is partly
determined by how close the two button assemblies for the two directions are to each other
at a particular corner. Specifically, the MUTCD states that “Where two accessible
pedestrian signals are separated by a distance of at least 10 feet, the audible walk indication
shall be a percussive tone. Where two accessible pedestrian signals on one corner are not
separated by a distance of at least 10 feet, the audible walk indication shall be a speech
walk message.” Brookline Transportation reminds us that “shall” in these statements
means that this is required. However, our observations indicate that it is fairly
commonplace for these requirements not to be met in Brookline, potentially because
existing equipment pre-dated these requirements. Along Beacon Street, the APS devices for

13

We only found one instance of a full four-corner intersection with APS equipment and exclusive
programming – Williams & Centre – though the T intersection of Beacon-Fairbanks is also exclusive with
APS, and the complex intersection of Washington-School/Cypress has APS and exclusive portions
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the two directions of walking from a given corner are often located on the same pole, and
use different tones to distinguish between the walk signals for the two directions.
•

When someone presses a walk signal request button, the signal control system interprets
this as saying “Next time it would be the walk signal’s opportunity in the overall cycle to
come on, please have the walk signal come on.” In general, it does NOT indicate “give me
a walk signal right away”, even though many pedestrians may expect that to be the case,
and in fact sometimes it does work that way.

•

At many Brookline intersections, the signals “run free” overnight – that is, the green light
for vehicle traffic along the main road remains on indefinitely until something triggers a
change – a detection loop detects a vehicle waiting on the cross street, or a pedestrian
presses a walk signal request button. In such cases, pressing a pedestrian request button
often produces a walk signal almost immediately – which simply adds to pedestrian
confusion when walk signals don’t occur as quickly during daytime hours. Note that this
behavior has also been observed to occur at some intersections during some daytime hours,
e.g., the Harvard-Stedman/Williams intersection.

•

An intersection’s traffic signal cycle is divided into phases. Each phase is “called” in turn
by the controller. In some cases a phase may be skipped, e.g., if no vehicle is detected at the
cross street or in a turn lane, or if a pedestrian has not requested a walk signal. Some phases
can occur simultaneously (e.g., a walk signal and a concurrent vehicle green, or a turn
signal and through traffic).

•

A walk signal phase is always divided into three sub-phases: “Walk” (the word “WALK”
or a white walking figure icon), the “finish crossing but don’t start” phase (either a flashing
red hand or a countdown), and “Don’t Walk” (almost always a steady red hand, but in rare
instances the words “DON’T WALK”). All walk signals observed in Brookline correctly
provide these three sub-phases.
• The MUTCD and MassDOT offer guidance on timing pedestrian phases. In general
the steady white walking figure has a minimum display of 4 seconds and recommended
7 seconds. The flashing “Don’t Walk” is calculated by the time it takes a pedestrian to
cross the street traveling at 3.5 feet per second. The steady red “Don’t Walk” hand is 34 seconds and can be considered part of the pedestrian crossing clearance time.
A Lead Pedestrian Interval (LPI) triggers the walk signal to come on a few seconds before
parallel traffic receives a green light. Its purpose is to allow pedestrians to enter the
crosswalk, thereby making themselves more visible to cars that may be turning across that
crosswalk. Only a few intersections in Brookline (e.g., Babcock & Harvard) currently have
LPIs, in part because it requires a different signal controller from what is currently in place,
at a reported cost of $5,000 per controller.
Today, the majority of pedestrian crossings in Brookline require pedestrian activation by
pressing a signal request button. Only a minority of crossings are on automatic recall.

•

•

Brookline engages contractors to handle most traffic and walk signal programming, but does make
some basic programming changes itself with the support of the supplier.
Observed generations of equipment
Displays
• We observed several generations of walk signal displays (see pictures p. 8).
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•
•
•
•
•
•

The oldest have two physically separate sections (display boxes) -- one for the
“WALK” signal and the other for the “DON’T WALK” signal, and use words (not
figures) in both. Only a few of these remain in Brookline.
The next oldest also has two sections, but substitutes the red hand for the “DON’T
WALK” words.
The next iteration still has two sections, but with a walking figure icon instead of the
word “WALK”.
Next is a one section display divided into two areas, with the red hand in the left half of
the display area and the walking figure in the right half.
The more recent displays, such as those along most of Beacon Street, have one section,
with both the red hand and the walking figure displayed in roughly the same central
area of the display.
A few intersections have countdown displays, in which the flashing red hand is
replaced by digits counting down the number of seconds remaining in the walk phase.
Once this countdown reaches zero, the steady red hand appears and opposing traffic
typically receives a green light within a few seconds.

Request buttons
• The oldest button assemblies have a small button (see pictures p. 16).
• More common among the non-APS installations are the larger round buttons. These are
easier to press with the palm of the hand than the smaller buttons.
• The more recent APS buttons appear from the outside to be all the same, except that the
instructions are different for those with the countdown displays. However, there are
differences in the audible sounds made by different APS devices – e.g., a walk tone
versus a voice, the presence or absence of the “WAIT” voice, whether the voice names
the street or not. Our understanding from a discussion with Transportation at the April
2019 PedAC meeting is that the voice announcement capability started to be introduced
in 2009, and earlier APS devices probably lack this ability.

Above, a rare and luckily non-problematic error. The arrow on the APS instruction plate points in
the wrong direction. But the raised arrow on the button, which is what a blind person would rely
on, points correctly.
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APPENDIX C. Specific Examples of Problems Found
A Confusing Lack of Consistency Along Beacon Street
As noted in Section III, it is often the case along Beacon Street that walk signals across Beacon
inbound or outbound lanes require pedestrian activation (pushing the request button), whereas walk
signals for crossing side streets (Carlton, Hawes, Kent/Powell, St Paul, etc.) are “on recall”, coming
on automatically each and every signal cycle. If this pattern is to be retained, then it should be
100% consistent from one intersection along Beacon Street to the next. And signage should be
created to explain this arrangement to pedestrians – for example, the instructions to press the button
for a walk signal could be removed from the crossings on recall.
Unfortunately, it was not always possible for Committee members to tell whether a particular walk
signal was on recall or not, because there was usually enough pedestrian traffic that someone would
press a button during our observations. And in at least one case, the LED indicator on a particular
unit under observation was not working, leading us to think that no one had pressed a button at that
intersection when in fact someone had. That said, here’s the situation we think we observed along
Beacon Street:
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Beacon-Carlton: On the inbound side, the walk signals for crossing Carlton are ped-activated. But on
the outbound side, the walk signals for crossing Carlton are on recall, both on the north side of
Beacon and in the median.
Beacon-Hawes: ALL walk signals to cross Hawes are on recall – both in the median, and on the
south side of Beacon.
Beacon-Powell/Kent: Walk signals for both crossings across Powell & Kent are on recall. The walk
signals for crossing the outbound lanes on the east side of the intersection also appear to be on recall,
though the walk signals for the parallel crossing on the west side of the intersection are not.
Beacon-St Paul: ALL crossings on the inbound side of Beacon are on recall – both across St Paul
and across the inbound Beacon lanes, on both east and west sides of the intersection. [On the south
side of Beacon, there is delay after inbound traffic receives a green light before the walk signal
comes on.] On the outbound side of Beacon, however, only the signals for crossing St Paul are on
recall; the signals for crossing the Beacon outbound lanes are pedestrian-activated.
Beacon-Charles: Signals for both Charles crossings are on recall – both in the median and on the
south (inbound) side of Beacon. On the south side of Beacon, there is a long delay after inbound
traffic receives a green light before the walk signal comes on.
Beacon-Washington: All walk signals on the outbound side of Beacon Street appear to be on recall,
including for the Washington Street crossing in the median. On the inbound side, however, only the
signals for crossing Washington Street appear to be on recall; the signals for crossing the Beacon
inbound traffic lanes require pedestrian activation.
Beacon-Williston: The signals for crossing Williston on the north side of the vehicle lanes are on
recall, while all other walk signals, including for crossing the U-turn lanes in the median, require
pedestrian activation.
Beacon-Corey/Dean: It appears that there’s an unexpected mix of “on recall” and pedestrianactivated walk signals here, with at least some of the crossings across Beacon traffic being on recall,
and a least some of the crossings parallel to Beacon traffic requiring pedestrian activation.
Beacon-Englewood: It appears that all crossings require pedestrian activation.

There were other Beacon intersections at which we were so far unable to determine reliably to what
extent the walk signals were on recall or required pedestrian-activation. These included Pleasant,
Centre-Webster, Summit, Winchester, and Marion, mostly because of the presence of other
pedestrians pushing request buttons during our observations.
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Examples of Specific Equipment Malfunctions or Damage Observed During Study
This is an initial partial listing, more complete in some areas (LED indicators) than in others. The
forthcoming complete inventory will identify all malfunctions observed in the study.
Potentially dangerous issues:
• (Now fixed) When checked on April 25, the request button on the NE corner of the Pleasant St
crossing at outbound Beacon was vibrating when pressed even when Pleasant traffic had a green
light, and the walk signal said Don’t Walk. This vibration signaled that it was ok to walk when in
fact it was dangerous to do so. This was reported immediately on 4/25 via BrookONline. By our next
observation on 5/4/19 it had been repaired.
• At Lancaster & Beacon, the APS device on the NE corner announces “Walk sign on for all
crossings” when Beacon outbound traffic still has a green light, so it’s NOT safe to cross the Beacon
lanes. (Reported 10/10/19).
Physical damage to equipment, general failure of equipment:
• (Now fixed) There was a series of problems with a damaged pushbutton housing on the NE corner of
Williams & Centre, resulting in several separate BrookONline reports – e.g, at one point the initial
temporary repair had failed and the entire control assembly was dangling down on the sidewalk from
its wiring.
• (Reported 7/7/19): All functions of the APS assembly on the NW corner of Beacon-Corey for
crossing the outbound Beacon lanes appeared to be broken.
• The APS assembly on the NE corner of Cypress & High Street appeared never to have been
activated. The only APS feature present is the raised arrow on the button. Otherwise, no APS
functions were working.
Occasionally a pushbutton assembly seems to get stuck:
• Beacon-Carlton, east side of Carlton crossing in median, voice kept repeating “WAIT. WAIT. ..”
and LED was on, but walk signal did not come on unless button was pressed again. For the most
part, the assembly (LED, voice) was not resetting after the walk phase. Occasionally, though, the
walk signal did come on even with no one seeming to press a button at either end of this crossing.
Perhaps this crossing in the median is tied to one of the other Carlton crossings, on the N or S side of
Beacon? The strange behavior was detected and reported via BrookONline on 5/4/19.
• Beacon-Hawes, inbound (south) side, button at E end of E-W crossing across Hawes seemed
similarly stuck, continuing to repeat “WAIT. WAIT.. “ indefinitely. Enough pedestrians were
around to push the opposite (W) button and generate frequent walk signals.
LED indicator light not working (sometimes very hard to check in bright daylight):
• Beacon-Carlton, SW corner inbound side, control for E-W crossing across Carlton.
• Beacon-Carlton, in median on east end of crosswalk across Carlton.
• Beacon-Hawes, SW corner inbound side, control for N-S crossing Beacon inbound to median.
• A few LEDs were faint and hard to see in the daytime. Example: Beacon & St Paul, outbound side,
control in median for N-S crossing across Beacon outbound lanes.
• Beacon-Harvard, in median on east end of Harvard crossing in median.
• Beacon-Harvard, on southeast corner for crossing the Beacon inbound lanes.
• Beacon-Center/Webster: 5 of the 12 LED indicators at this intersection might be failing, though it
was difficult to discern because of sunlight.
• Beacon-Marion: in median on east end of crosswalk within the median; on the SW corner at the west
end of the crossing across Marion; at the north end of the crossing across the Beacon outbound lanes
on the east side of the intersection.
• Similar instances of no visble or a very faint LED were observed at Beacon-Summit, BeaconCorey/Dean, Beacon-Englewood, and Walnut-Chestnut/Kennard.
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Request button failed to vibrate when the walk signal came on:
• Beacon-Carlton, outbound side, control on E side in mediau for E-W crossing in median.
• Beacon-Pleasant, inbound side, control on S side of N-S crossing across Beacon inbound lanes.
Some controls with APS capability failed to provide audible signals for walking (of course, intersections
without APS capabilities also provide no audible signals):
• Harvard-Babcock, west side, north crosswalk cross Harvard.
• Beacon-Carlton, outbound side, both ends of E-W crosswalk across Carlton in median.
• Beacon-Hawes, inbound side, controls at both ends of the N-S Beacon IB crossing.
• Beacon-Powell, outbound side, control on W side of median for N-S Beacon OB crossings.
• Beacon-Kent, inbound side, controls on both ends of the N-S Beacon IB crossing on west side of
intersection.
• [Beacon-St Paul, outbound side, NW corner control for N-S Beacon OB crossing – lacks the usual
tones to signal “ok to walk”, but chatter from button vibration is loud enough to hear].
• Beacon-St Paul, inbound side, control on W side of median for N-S Beacon IB crossing.
• [Beacon-St Paul, inbound side, east side of median for N-S Beacon IB crossing – lacks the usual
tones to signal “ok to walk”, but chatter from button vibration is loud enough to hear].
Some APS stations lacked location tones that visually impaired pedestrians need to find them:
• Harvard-Babcock, west side, north crosswalk cross Harvard.
• Beacon-Carlton, outbound side, W side control in median for E-W Carlton crossing.
• Beacon-Hawes, inbound side, control in median for N-S Beacon IB crossing on W side of
intersection.
• Beacon-Powell, outbound side, control in median for N-S Beacon OB crossing.
• Beacon-Kent, inbound side, control in median for N-S Beacon IB crossing on west side of
intersection.
• Beacon-St Paul, outbound side, NW corner control for N-S Beacon OB crossing.
• Beacon-St Paul, inbound side, control on W side of median for N-S Beacon IB crossing.
• Beacon-St Paul, inbound side, control on E side of median for N-S Beacon IB crossing.
• Beacon-Charles, outbound side, control E side of median for N-S Beacon OB crossing.
• Beacon-Charles, outbound side, control W side of median for E-W crossing in median.
• Beacon-Pleasant, outbound side, control on NE corner for E-W Pleasant crossing.
Location tones from some APS devices were so soft that they were hard to hear
• Beacon-St Mary’s, outbound lanes, S side of crosswalk.
• Beacon-Carlton, outbound side, W side control in median for N-S Beacon OB crossing.
• Harvard-Babcock, SE corner facing west across Harvard.
• Beacon-St Paul, outbound side, NW corner control for E-W St Paul crossing.
• Beacon-Charles, outbound side, control on N end of N-S Beacon OB crossing.
• Beacon-Charles, outbound side, control E side of median for E-W crossing in median.
Other issues with audible signals
• Beacon-Hawes, outbound side, control on east side of median for E-W Hawes crossing in median:
the voiced street name is too soft to hear.
• Williams-Centre, NE corner control, the voice is soft, hard to hear.
Walk signal head display problems:
• Harvard at Stop & Shop, W side of crosswalk across Harvard, display is faded, red hand appears
partially white.
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APPENDIX D. What This Study Did NOT Cover or Could Not Determine
There were observations that would have been useful but that would require much more effort than
we could contemplate investing – in particular, systematically trying to time the relative duration of
sub-phases within walk cycles, or the durations of overall walk cycles – though occasionally (e.g.,
at St Paul & Longwood) we were able to observe issues in this area at a particular intersection.
Some of the following have already been mentioned in the body of the report, but are pulled
together here:
•

It was often impossible to determine whether a particular crossing was on recall or pedestrianactivated. One needs to observe what happens when no one presses a button to request a walk
signal, and ideally confirm the observed behavior through 2-3 complete signal cycles. If the
walk signal does not come on by itself, then the signal is not on recall. At many intersections,
there are enough pedestrians that someone is always present to press a button on one of the
corners, so this observation is not possible.

•

We made no systematic attempt to record when the pedestrian buttons for the two directions at
a particular corner were mounted on the same pole (the most common situation) or on separate
poles, as recommended as best practice. We did, however, make note of some instances of this
situation.

•

We also made no systematic attempt to identify the extent to which pedestrian request buttons
were not adjacent to the crosswalks they are associated with, though again we did note some
instances where the two are not close together.

•

We did not check to verify whether, when a walk signal request button is pressed on one
corner, the LED indicators on other corners come on appropriately.

•

We did not consider difficulties experienced by slower pedestrians for whom the walk signal
timing in insufficient for them to cross the street.

•

We have not followed up on all instances in which we reported a problem (e.g., with
BrookONline) to see whether those problems have indeed been corrected. Where we have
checked, we’ve found a mix of results, but that seems to depend on the type of problem
reported. The most serious issues were always corrected promptly.

•

We have not gone back to make one last pass to verify the accuracy of our data. As noted at the
beginning, this is an ever-changing landscape.

As noted earlier, we have not yet performed a detailed comparison of our data with the Town’s
2017 inventory, though we do hope to do this. The following are some initial observations:
• The Town inventory had a substantially broader scope than our walk signal project, since it
encompassed all traffic signals, flashing beacons, support poles, cabinets, traffic light
dimensions, etc. We’ve primarily examined the pedestrian-related portions of these
documents.
• The consultants identified some of the same issues that we found in 2019 (e.g., a walk
signal blocked by a tree at Carlton & Beacon).
• We documented a substantial number of other issues in categories that they did not address
(e.g. lack of audible signals from APS equipment, programming inconsistencies within a
single intersection, poor walk signal timing, etc).
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•
•

We have attempted to draw some broad, systemic conclusions from our observations, and
make both general and specific recommendations for future reconstruction and design,
topics which presumably were not within the scope of the 2017 inventory report.
Regarding specific problems, they were sometimes less precise than we’ve tried to be, e.g,
in identifying the particular piece of equipment that has an issue14.

In general, our data concerning walk signals is more detailed and more specific than the Town’s
2017 inventory.

Example: Inventory report for “Beacon Street at Carlton Street” states that “The pushbutton on the
east side of Carlton Street in the median area was not vibrating during the field visit.” Actually, there are
3 separate pushbuttons in the east side median area that could match this description. Which one do
they mean? We assume it’s the button on the E side in the median for the E-W Carlton crossing in the
median near the outbound traffic lanes. (That pushbutton not only failed to vibrate, but also lacked any
audible signals.)
14
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